
SCCAL ATHLETIC DIRECTORS MEETING 
Wed 4/24  10:30am Lighthouse Bank 

Minutes 
 

I). Call to Order 
Meeting called to order 10:34 
II). Roll call of Schools 
All schools in attendance, James Skolnik present. 
III). Introductions  
No Introductions. 
IV). Correspondence 
No Correspondence. 
V). Agenda deletions, insertions, changes of sequence 
No adjustments. 
VI). Old Business 

a). Website and new logo--Certificates and passes 
Kittle showed an example of the new logo for the league.  He informed them it will be on 
everything including passes.  Ad’s liked it and had positive response. 

b).  AOW 
Kittle mentioned how it’s still occurring, trickling in.  Last 2 will be for an adult and the Pat Lovell 
award winning school. 

c).  Soccer official Incident 
Kittle reported his investigation was complete on the soccer incident with Harbor player.  Kittle 
reported the official is suspended indefinitely from all matches involving a SCCAL team and the 
official has been informed he may appeal using SCCAL appeal protocol.  AD’s were unanimous 
in their agreement with these findings. 

d). Girls Wrestling and CCS--1 wgt class per school-qualifying event 
Kittle reported that each school may only have 1 rep for CCS per wgt class and there must be a 
qualifying event for entry into CCS.  AD’s suggested we combine a girls tourney with the boys, 
and it was confirmed if girls wrestle in boys final, they will be placed in boys CCS. 

e). Ejection reporting steps 
Kittle reported we need to make sure to have on record all steps taken in each ejection.  AD’s 
were in agreement. 

f). Payment for wrestling 
Wrestling payment is a fiasco, Stu reported it should be showing on everyone's Arbiter and the 
bill has been broken up per school and league.  Kittle supplanted League’s dues to SCCS. 
VII). New Business 

a). Needs for League Spring League Finals--banners 
Ad’s spoke of needs and confirmed times.  Kittle handed out finals banners, medals and 
ribbons.  Ad’s decided to discontinue use of 4th -6th place ribbons for all sports, and only 1-3 for 
f/s which would be a certificate from corresponding school.  

 
 



b). Sport reps and pre-post season meeting--ccs--schedules --all league 
Water polo was decided to be all 4 teams at each site with the boys and girls alternating times 
½ way through. 

c).  BVB request for the 7th place team in lg trny- Golf site request 
 Ad’s decided Pasatiempo would permanently be host of golf, no changes allowed.  Also 
decided not to alter league tourney for BVB, bad precedent cited.  

d). Full cross over to PSI 
Brief discussion upon full switch over to PSI.  SCCS schools deferred to other since the SCCS 
would pay the difference.  After a brief discussion, the additional cost (apporx $3500+) was 
deemed too much and would stay status quo.Kittle, upon request of Dorfman, committed to 
finding a sponsor for the officiating class, as is done in other regions of the state. 

e). Intern for Harbor 
Hollis informed group he would have an Intern for next year, and AD’s approved he could come 
to all meetings and functions.  Louie asked how could he get an intern. 

f). Last meeting of the year 
Decided to honor Mark at Cafe Cruz 5/15 6:30 for final meeting, 
VII). Informational Items 

a). CCS BOM --See attached 
Kittle reviewed final CCS BOM meeting. No discussion occurred. 

b). Sample of new all league certificate 
Kittle revealed sample of new online fillable certificate. 
IX). Misc: 
No Items 
X). Public Input 
No items 
XII). Adjournment: 
Final Meeting of the year will be held at Cafe Cruz, in honor of Mark’s retirement, 5/15 at 6:30. 
Minutes submitted by Bob Kittle 4/26. 
 


